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INTRODUCTION
In the search for life beyond Earth, we look to Europa: an
icy ocean moon of Jupiter.
[1]

1.

Predicted saltwater ocean beneath icy surface.

2.

Tidal heating keeps interior active and warm
[1]
enough for liquid water.

Our models predict the thermodynamic
properties of the ice layer on Europa as
functions of depth.
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To determine the conditions on Europa, we must
analyze its structure. We do this through computational
modeling of the ice layer using SeaFreeze.[3]
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METHODS
We use SeaFreeze functionality to understand Europa’s
ice layer.
1. Start with phase diagram to determine boundary
conditions of phases.
2. Analyze thermodynamic properties of ices Ih, II, III,
V, and VI.
3. Determine depth boundaries from literature[4] and
base model oﬀ those constraints (assume linear
temperature gradient).
4. Find density and seismic wave velocities as
functions of depth in the ice shell on Europa.

Figure 3. Thermodynamic properties for ice III as functions of temperature
and pressure.
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Four models created
representing the
diﬀering depth
extremes for the ice
layer.

Figure 4. Gibbs free energy
at pressure boundary for
varying temperatures: gives
melting points for models.
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Figure 1. Phase diagram of H2O produced with SeaFreeze.

SeaFreeze used to create contour plots of varying
thermodynamic properties. Below is an example,
showing those for ice III.
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NASA’s Europa Clipper Mission will answer many
[2]
questions about Europa’s capabilities to host life.

RESULTS

DISCUSSION

Figure 2. (4 Models) Thermodynamic properties of Europa’s ice layer for differing depth estimates and
temperature gradients show varying trends: sharper temperature gradients (colder surface temperatures)
result in larger changes in density and p-wave velocity, while s-wave velocity stays mostly linear.

FUTURE WORK
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● Understand more about the thermodynamic properties of water
that can be found through SeaFreeze.
● Determine how the model would change if salt was taken into
account.
○ It would decrease the melting point and thus cause the
water-ice boundary to have a lower temperature.
● Append seismic wave modeling to the ocean layer, mantle, and
core to complete a full model of the interior of Europa.
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● By assuming a linear temperature gradient, we obtain
seemingly linear models for our density and seismic
waves as functions of depth in Europa’s ice shell.
○ This may not be the case: the only way to ﬁnd out what
the real interior of Europa looks like is to send a mission
to its surface and measure its seismology.
● The Europa Clipper is still in the works and will only
perform a ﬂyby of the moon, but it will deliver signiﬁcant
and possibly revolutionary information about this icy ocean
world, which will help guide our future endeavors for
studying the potential for life beyond Earth.

